	
  

How to find us:
BLG Executive Search GmbH
Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 54
60325 Frankfurt / Main
+49 69 380 7876 00

From Frankfurt International Airport (FRA)

by taxi
The taxi ride should take around 25 minutes, the distance is approximately 14 km. The cost
of the trip should be around 30.00 €.
by public transport
In the arrival hall of Frankfurt airport, follow the signs for the S-Bahn. You then need to take
either number 8 or 9 on the S-Bahn direct to the Central Station in Frankfurt on the Main.
From Central Station, you need to take the Underground No. 4 direction “Bocken-heimer
Warte”. Leave the underground at the next station “Messe / Festhalle” and follow the signs
for “Messe” and then exit “Schumannstraße” on the right side. Our office is located at Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage / crossing Schumannstraße.
You can reach our office from Central Station in approximately 10 minutes walk as well.
Leave the Central Station at exit “Nord” (North) and follow the Düsseldorfer Straße in direction “Messe”. After having crossed the Mainzer Landstraße you will be in Friedrich-EbertAnlage. Please take the right side till No. 54.

	
  
Travelling by car

Green Zone!
Our office is located in the green zone in downtown Frankfurt, as such the journey is only
possible with an environmental badge. Environmental badges are available at your registration office, at TÜV, DEKRA, GTÜ and certified car garages.
From the North or South
Take the A5 till exit “Westkreuz Frankfurt” and follow the signs towards “Messe / Frankfurt
City Center” via A648. Then follow Theodor-Heuss-Allee till Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage. Close to
the Messe Tower you will find several car parks such as WestendGate / Marriot, Congresscenter Messe Frankfurt / Maritim Hotel, Messe Tower.
From the East or West
Take the A3 till “Frankfurter Kreuz and from here the A5 towards Kassel. Follow the A5 till
exit “Westkreuz Frankfurt” and then follow the signs towards “Messe / Frankfurt City Center”
via A648. If you are coming from Cologne, please leave the A3 at “Wiesbadener Kreuz” towards A66 direction Frankfurt and turn at “Eschborner Dreieck” to A648. Then follow Theodor-Heuss-Allee till Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage. Close to the Messe Tower you will find several
car parks such as WestendGate / Marriot, Congresscenter Messe Frankfurt / Maritim Hotel,
Messe Tower.
Our office is located directly vis-à-vis the Messe Tower on the other side of the public park in
the Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage / crossing Schumannstraße. You can cross the public park underground via the Underground Station as well.
We wish you a pleasant and safe journey!

